
 
Suggestions put forward at the Village Trust Open Meeting 

in October 2012 (additional comments in italics) 
 
1)  Extend previous paving and street furniture scheme. 
2)  Reinstating the original Drinking Fountain  
3)  Improve Kiln Bank leading to the Terrace with priority given to improving 

steps, new railings, cut back overhanging branches and improved lighting.  
4)  Remove the bottle banks (or failing that, screen them). 

• Consider provision of low, robust screening wall at front and side, 
which would stop bins creeping forward each time they are emptied.  
Removal is still the preferred option. 

5)  Surface the village hall car park (questionable value for money). 
6)  Improve the “Triangle” 

• Surface treatment (Fibredeck or similar) on top of existing, to lighten 
appearance. Remove rendering on walls at rear and clean/repoint 
stonework if ok. Otherwise re-render? 

• the provision of a street light within the triangle at the rear. 
7)  Improve the Crown and Crossed Swords stable wall (In private ownership) 
8)  Provide better quality bus shelters.  

• C&CS side – replace, possibly with type used at Barnard Castle. 
• King’s side – either as above or upgrade existing with new roof, 

painted metalwork and re-render back of interior. 
9)  Improve Snows Green Road bus shelter + steps. (Outside Article 4 area) 
10)  Improve Snows Green playpark  (Outside Article 4 area). 
11)  Re-landscape rose beds outside The King’s. 

• Paving and trees preferred if this does not affect sightlines.  
Alternative is raised edges with more robust shrub planting.  

12)  Screen the Golden Flower bins area  (In private ownership) 
13)  A piece of artwork/sculpture /mural  
14)  A village name “feature”. 

• Possible artist commission?  But where? 
15)  Improve car parking provision (by removing the bottle banks?). 
16)  New coping to wall around flower bed at bottom of Snows Green Rd. 

• Replace cement topping with appropriate stone coping.  
17)  Additional seats  

 

 
 

 
Village Centre Improvements 

 
The Village Trust has been working closely with Durham 

County Council to identify improvement schemes that 
would make an impact in the village centre, using S106 
funds from housing development on the hospital site.  

The £125,000 can only be spent on urban realm 
improvements within the Article 4 core of the 

conservation area. 
Various schemes have been discussed at its last three 

Open Meetings and this information sheet explains the 
suggestions first put forward last October and comments 
made in June about the schemes selected by the Council. 

If you wish to comment, the Council are holding a 
 public consultation at the King’s Head Social Club  

on Tuesday 10th September, between 3 & 7pm. 
 



 
Comments made at the Village Trust Open Meeting  

in June 2013 (sent to the Council) 
 
1)  BUS SHELTERS 
Crown and Crossed Swords side – agreed new shelter. 
King’s side – 2 to 1 vote in favour of retention and repair to existing stone 
shelter, rather than spending £13,100 of S106 money on demolition and 
surfacing for new shelter.  Repairs needed include works to fascia and soffit of 
roof and window frames (together with repainting). 
 
2)  THE TRIANGLE 
Meeting did not favour use of new Addaset surfacing, in view of cost and 
need for future maintenance sum. 
Repointing and rendering walls as proposed.  This should include repointing 
the outer face of wall to Messenger Mews and low wall to the road.  Also 
making good to concrete areas of the Triangle surface ( eg around metal posts) 
with bitmac.  These works should really be considered part of DCC’s ongoing 
maintenance responsibilities and we would question whether S106 money 
should be used for this. 
New small street light required at the rear of the site. (but see later  
comment about street lights.) 
 
3)  SNOWS GREEN ROAD FLOWER BED 
Agreed proposals for half-round, rustic coping to the wall.  Why would the 
grass area need returfing? 
 
4)  CAR PARK 
With the agreed removal of the bottle banks, the low wall should be removed 
and pavement crossing extended.  The remainder of the proposed resurfacing 
work is essentially normal DCC maintenance responsibility (with the possible 
exception of the mistral setts and scoria blocks). 
 
5)  KILN BANK 
Proposed scheme is far too elaborate.  The Village Trust would not take on 
maintenance agreement. 
The meeting proposed restricting work to repairs to the steps and replacement 
of the handrail, together with provision of the barrier at the bottom of the 
bank.  (Also suggested a lockable barrier at the top). 
 
 
 

 
At the foot of the steps, a further one or two steps should be added, to 
avoid the need for the very steep section of pavement there.  The 
handrail should also be appropriately aligned. 
See also lighting proposals below. 
 
In addition to these 5 Council schemes, the Trust has requested that the 
following schemes also be considered. 
 
6)  EXTENDING CONSERVATION PAVING 
- prioritised as follows:- 

i) From Sale Pepe’s to The Triangle, linking two existing 
repaved areas. 
ii)  Outside the Crown and Crossed Swords, but stopping at the 
first entrance to the pub car park. 
iii) Front Street, from Messenger Bank to a point opposite the 
start of the Methodist Church. 
iv) Opposite iii) between the Methodist Church and the existing 
conservation paving outside Harrington Brown’s. 

 
7)  STREET LIGHTS 
Replacement of old style lamps and columns with conservation style to 
match those in the centre of the village:- 

a) at the foot of Kiln Bank (plus a second lantern facing steps 
and car park); 
b) near the stone bus shelter adjoining King’s; 
c) adjoining The Triangle (as an alternative to a light at the rear 
of the Triangle, this could have a second lantern facing The 
Triangle); 
d) Front Street, outside No 17. 
 

As a general point, we feel that the prices quoted are very expensive.  
Can you really say that this is “Best Value”?  This issue was raised time 
and again at the meeting. Could we have a breakdown of your design 
and estimating costs, please?  We don’t want to incur any more costs on 
detailed design (as opposed to giving broad estimates) until decisions are 
made on which schemes to progress. 
 
We are also investigating the possibility of commissioning a replica of 
the drinking fountain that used to stand in the village centre and which is 
now at Beamish museum.  Depending on the cost and public opinion, we 
might like this to be considered for S106 funding. 


